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RUNNING BACK DAVID WILLIAMS (Rd. 7, No. 226, UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS)
On his decision to transfer to Arkansas
“I always had the talent. I just never had the opportunity to really show it. Once I got to Arkansas, I got the opportunity to show and
express my game more. I just felt more comfortable in a pro style offense.”
On describing his run style
“I think it is versatile. I think I can do everything out of the backfield. I am a great pass protector. I catch well out of the backfield. I
can also run in between the tackles with elite speed to get away if I am getting chased.”
On if he felt there was a realistic chance of being drafted today
“My agent was telling me that I may get my name called today but it was a lot of going back and forth. It was an ‘if’ type of thing. It
just blew my mind when my name was called.”
On his reaction to being drafted
“It was crazy. A lot of teams were calling because all of these teams were actually calling me to put in a bid for free agency. I answered
the phone and they said, ‘Hey David, you are a Denver Bronco.’ My heart dropped.”
On his relationship with RB De’Angelo Henderson
“It is crazy because I am actually close friends with De’Angelo Henderson. When I went to South Carolina, one of my best friends
went to Coastal Carolina. I always went up there and hung out with them. It is quite crazy that me and De’Angelo have a great
relationship and ended up on the same team.”
On his relationship with S Will Parks and ILB Zaire Anderson
“Will Parks and Zaire Anderson are from Philly. We all grew up together, played little league together, high school against each
other. It is crazy. It is my second home basically. I get to come in and be comfortable with guys that I already have a relationship
with. They can show me the ropes.”

